
Langstaff day

Engineered timber cassette system with 
concealed services and coloured LED lighting

Recycled natural cork
origins: Quercus suber

LayERs

Recycled natural rubber
origins: Hevea brasiliensis

Treated recycled paper
in engineered timber lattice

Timber reading bench

Timber seating stairs

level 00

WasH
1. Shower lined in natural rubber
2. Composting WC
3. Dry area with shelves, hooks and rails
4. Sliding shower screen
5. Sink
6. Concealed service zone and water storage

level 01

REad / sLEEP
7. Bed with skylight over
8. Shelf lined in natural cork
9. Timber reading bench with books under

level 02 (boarding level)

LOOK
10. External terrace with walk-on skylight
11. Access and egress via gate to boarding 
platform 
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1. shower
2. wc
3. dry area with shelves, hooks and rails
4. sliding shower screen
5. sink
6. concealed services zone
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1. shower
2. wc
3. dry area with shelves, hooks and rails
4. sliding shower screen
5. sink
6. concealed services zone
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7. bed
8. shelf
9. reading bench with books under
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tHE LantERn tREEHOUsE COnCEPt
There are few sights more magical than paper lanterns illuminating a forest. 

To recreate this magic, the Lantern Treehouse is threaded between trees, 
hung from independent supports to become part of the forest but not damage 
it. One Lantern Treehouse can become many, not only suspended among the 
trees but also moving through them, like gondolas: in the undergrowth, 
through the branches and above the canopy – an ever changing experience.

Like a veil, the delicate outer skin is a buffer to the weather as well 
as turning each Lantern Treehouse into an object of colour and elegance. 
Materials derived from trees - engineered timber, treated recycled paper, 
natural rubber and cork - are carefully crafted and stitched together with 
stainless steel and glass. The latticed paper envelope forms multiple 
triangular windows that can each be unfurled to reveal passing sights.  

The Lantern Treehouse is layered to provide for all seasons and moods. 
Seating stairs wrap up between the paper skin and the protected circular 
core. The cocoon-like inner spaces are for sleeping and washing, the reading 
area offers protected light and views, and the upper terrace completely 
immerses the travellers in nature.

tHE jOURnEy: Leaving the city Boarding the Lantern Treehouse Travelling through the trees Above the canopy


